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Abstract-The temperature dependence of the absolute and the differential absorption 
cross-sections for NO, S02, NOz and NH3 were studied by recordings of spectra in a heat-pipe 
cell and by simulations of theoretical spectra for NO. A review and comparison of the present 
results with other relevant works were also made. The experimental results showed that the 
differential absorption features for some of the studied species change dramatically with 
temperature. For SO, and NO, the quantitative change in differential structure was very large 
with a relative change in magnitude of 70% between 300 and 700 K. For the two other species 
studied, NO and NH,, the change in magnitude of the differential structure was only 1 S-20%, 
over the same temperature range. Simulations for NO showed that the temperature ffect was 
strongly dependent on the spectral resolution of the instrument and that it became smaller at 
lower resolution. The qualitative change in the spectral features was a continuous lowering 
of absorbance peaks and an increase in valleys which made the band integral of the absorbance 
quite insensitive to the temperature. Hot bands also appeared for SO, and NH3 around 
220nm. The temperature affected the spectral features more in a quantitative than in a 
qualitative manner. Copyright 0 1996 Elsevier Science Ltd 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Differential Absorption Spectroscopy in the u.v./visible has been utilized for more than half a 
century in Dobson spectrometers’ which are used to monitor total columns of atmospheric ozone 
and in Brewer-photometers’ which are used to monitor total columns of NO,, SO? and 0,. It was 
Platt et al3 who first started to utilize differential absorption for tropospheric gas composition 
measurements by introducing DOAS (Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy). The tech- 
nique is based on the recording of differential absorption, i.e., the difference between local maxima 
and minima in the absorption spectrum of the probed gas species. In the tropospheric application, 
light from a broadband xenon high-pressure lamp is transmitted through the atmosphere for 
distances up to several kilometers. The light is received and analyzed using a fast scanning device 
to eliminate the influence of air turbulence. The most straightforward atmospheric molecules to 
detect with DOAS are probably N02, 0, and SO,, and these species are also routinely monitored 
in many cities around the world.4,S Other species that have been monitored, but which require more 
advanced instrumentation are: CH,O, CS,, Hg, HN02, NH,, NO, NO, and OH.“9 It is also 
feasible to measure light aromatic hydrocarbons such as benzene, toluene and xylenes.“*” The 
absorption features of the latter molecules are however very similar and interfere severely. By using 
scattered sunlight it has also been possible to perform total column measurements on the 
atmosphere for species such as NO, and 0, but also for OClO, BrO and NO3 .“-16 It has furthermore 
been possible to obtain information on aerosol density and size distribution in the stratosphere.” 
An interesting application of the DOAS technique is to use it for in-situ detection, across the stack, 
of flue gases, since many of the main pollutants from fossil fuel combustion can be detected with 
the technique. The feasibility of using the technique in-situ is attractive in order to minimize 
response times and in order to detect polar and reactive gases which can be very difficult to measure 
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extractively. The direct application of the DOAS technique is however not possible, since the flue 
gases can have high temperatures (20-1000°C) which may affect the differential absorption 
cross-sections ignificantly. In addition, the optical pathlengths are determined by the dimensions 
of the flue gas channels, which can lead to such large optical depths that the absorption of the gases 
will deviate from the Beer-Lambert law and become nonlinear.‘s-20 
The increased use of u.v./visible absorption techniques for industrial monitoring applications, 
and the fact that most of the development is being performed on a commercial basis, therefore 
makes it important to focus on these problems. To our knowledge, no detailed investigations have 
been performed for the u.v./visible range. The nonlinearity effects have been covered in a separate 
publication, ” Paper II in this series, while in this paper the temperature ffects were studied in the 
u.v./visible by recordings of experimental spectra, spectral simulations and a review of the 
literature. A rather detailed description of the DOAS technique will also be given. In an additional 
paper,** Paper III, results from a field experiment will be demonstrated where DOAS measurements 
were performed in flue gases and then compensated for temperature and nonlinearity effects by a 
methodology developed from this paper and Paper II.2’ 
2. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM AND PROCEDURE 
2.1. Optical setup 
The DOAS instrument hat was used in this study is of the same design as that introduced by Platt 
and Perner.4 A schematic of the instrument is shown in Fig. 1. ultraviolet/visible light from a 150 W 
xenon arc lamp (Hamamatsu L2273) was transmitted along a measurement path by Newtonian 
telescopes and then focused on to the entrance slit (100 pm) of a Therm0 Jarrel-Ash spectrometer 
(275 mm, f/3.8 Czerny-Turner). The spectrometer was equipped with a rotating slotted disc device, 
replacing the exit slit, which consisted of a round disc (radius 10 cm), with 20 radially etched slits 
with a width of 100 pm. An EM1 9750 QB photomultiplier tube was used to detect the transmitted 
light by taking 1024 samples during one scan, i.e., during the passage of each slit in front of the 
focal plane of the spectrometer. The signal was amplified and sent to a PC with a custom-made 
MCA (multichannel analyzer) plug-in card with a 1Zbit A/D converter, dividing each scan into 
Control unit 
/ Optical fiber 
Fig. 1. A schematic drawing of the DOAS instrumentation. 
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Fig. 2. A schematic drawing of the PyrexTM measurement cell. 
1024 channels. After sampling of 103-2. lo4 scans, the data were transferred to the computer for 
signal processing. The measurement time for each scan of the spectrum was 16 msec. 
In this study, a mechanically grooved grating, blazed at 260 nm, was used with a grating constant 
of 2400 grooves/mm, yielding a spectral coverage of approximately 34 nm. Due to the use of the 
slotted disc setup the spectral resolution was best in the middle of the spectrum, and was degraded 
by approximately 30% at both ends, due to slightly tilted slits in these parts of the scan. This 
resulted in spectral resolutions (FWHM) of 0.23 nm for NO? around 430 nm and SO, around 
300 nm. The resolution was 0.3 nm for NO and 0.24 nm for SO, and NH, around 226 and 215 nm, 
respectively. The spectral resolution was entirely caused by the finite size of the entrance and exit 
slits. 
2.2. Experimental equipment for calibration of gases 
Preliminary measurements of the differential absorption cross-sections of SOZ, NO, and NO in 
the temperature range 20400°C were reported in a previous paper.‘* The measurements were 
performed in a stainless steel cell. A major uncertainty in that study was whether any potential 
adsorption of the various gases occurred during these measurements and whether this would result 
in heterogeneous reactions. To improve the accuracy and reliability of the measurements the 
experimental setup was redesigned, with the material of the original measurement cell being 
replaced by PyrexTM, since this material is considered to be more inert to potential adsorption. The 
cell, see Fig. 2, was cylindrical with a length of 0.46 m and a diameter of 9 cm (i.d.) yielding a cell 
volume of approximately 3 1. The gas flow through the cell was maintained at 7 l/min giving a 
residence time in the cell of approximately 25 sec. The u.v./visible light was transmitted through 
two silica windows (SuprasilTM), which were attached to the cell by graphite seals. The measurement 
cell was placed in a heat-pipe oven and could be maintained at temperatures in the range of 
20-500°C. The temperature was measured at two places inside the cell using type-K thermocouples, 
with a measurement precision of 1°C. The gas was preheated in a 12-m-long $” wide PyrexTM tube 
before it entered the measurement cell. In the previous measurements,” the pressure in the cell was 
measured using a differential pressure gauge together with a mercury barometer. The contribution 
of the differential pressure to the total pressure in the cell was very small, however. In this study 
the influence of differential pressure was therefore neglected and the pressure was assumed to be 
atmospheric. In order to investigate whether any permanent chemical reactions occurred in the 
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measurement cell the gases were, in some cases, analyzed at the outlet of the measurement cell by 
conventional monitors. A fluorescence instrument (Monitor labs 8850) was used for SO, and a 
combined i.r. and U.V. absorption instrument (BINOS) for NO, and NO. 
2.3. Measurement procedure 
Recordings of the differential absorption cross-sections of NO, NO,, SO, and NH, were carried 
out with the experimental equipment described above. Each gas was continuously flowed through 
the measurement cell. Recordings of spectra were then made at nine temperatures between 20 and 
400°C at constant gas volume-mixing-ratios. The absolute values of the differential absorption 
cross-sections were obtained by calculating the true number density in the measurement cell using 
the ideal gas law. The gases used were supplied by AGA specialgas AB in Sweden at specific volume 
concentrations. They were all diluted in nitrogen with a precision of 2-5% v/v and were used 
without further purification. For the gas species used the mixing ratios were 170 ppm f 5% for 
NO,, 97.5 ppm ) 5% for NO, 196.5 ppm f 5% for SO, and 44.6 ppm + 3% for NH,. In the NO, 
gas, approximately 24 ppm NO were also present. The continuous flow of the measurement gases 
suppressed wall effects and other molecular losses (absorption/dissociation). To avoid photodisso- 
ciation of the absorbing gases, optical filters were used for SO, and NO, with cut-off wavelengths 
at 240 and 410 nm, respectively. For SO2 and NH, between 210 and 230 nm and NO, around 
360 nm the measurements were performed below the threshold for photodissociation. Reaction rate 
experiments (stop flow) were therefore performed to ensure that the flow rate was sufficient to 
suppress the effects of photodissociation. This was carried out by flowing the species studied 
through the measurement cell which was maintained at 700 K and illuminated by the xenon-light 
source, as shown in Fig. 2. The gas flow was then stopped and the time decay of the species tudied 
was monitored by the DOAS. 
2.4. Retrieval algorithms 
In the DOAS application, light is transmitted through the atmosphere, and the path-averaged 
concentration of target species in the atmosphere is obtained from the detected light intensity. The 
transmitted light can be described by the Beer-Lambert law: 
Z,(,l,T,p,A~) = Z,(i).F(A).exp - Ca,(I,T,p,Al)*ci.x - a(i).x 1 (1) 
where 
Id = detected light intensity, 
F(A) = wavelength dependence of instrument 
(TV = absorption cross-section [cm’/molecule] 
01 = attenuation coefficient from elastic scattering and aerosol absorption 
Z, = light source intensity 
x = optical measurement path 
cj = path-averaged concentration 
Al = band-pass of instrument 
i = index for species studied. 
The product of pathlength and concentration (c .x) is referred to as total column and the optical 
depth, OD, as (a SC .x). In order to obtain the total columns of the target species along the 
measurement path, it is necessary to derive a background spectrum, which corresponds to zero 
absorption of the target species. In contrary to laboratory analyses where a background spectrum 
can be recorded by emptying the measurement cell, there is no simple way to obtain such a spectrum 
in atmospheric measurements. The background, as well as the molecular absorption has instead 
to be derivedfrom a single spectrum. It is difficult to derive a background spectrum in the u.v./visible 
region due to substantial and variable atmospheric scattering. Many species also exhibit broad- 
band absorption structures, especially with a spectrograph with a limited resolution, and these 
interfere with each other. These difficulties require the use of differential spectroscopy. In the 
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retrieval algorithms of the DOAS technique a discrimination between broad, Z;1, and narrow 
features, dl, is made in the intensity spectra according to: 
I,, = Z;(L).dZ(n) (2) 
The broad features can be attributed to the wavelength dependence of the instrument, of the light 
source and of the elastic scattering processes. They are also caused by the broad features of the 
molecular absorption, which we denote by a pseudo-absorption cross-section: CJ~. The broad 
features are derived by fitting a low-order polynomial, ZP, (1 stdth order) to the recorded spectrum, 
and this polynomial is assumed to correspond to the term on the right hand side in Eq. (3) below. 
The polynomial fitting will give the same results as a low-pass filtering of the recorded intensity 
spectrum, where the cut-off frequency is defined by the order of the polynomial. 
Z;(L) = Z,(L) = Z&).F(L).exp 
[ i -Ca,>(L,T,p).c;x - c~(I).x 1 (3) 
The narrow features in the detected intensity spectrum can be attributed solely to the narrow 
absorption features of the molecule, denoted by da. These features will contain information on the 
total column of target molecules in the spectrum. By using Eqs. (l), (2) and (3) one can derive the 
differential absorbance, dA, which is utilized in the DOAS technique: 
-pie- %,(Q l.c.. =[,dci,(,,]-,. =dA (4) 
where da corresponds to the differential absorption cross-section. 
The principle of differential absorption is visualized in Fig. 3. A recorded spectrum of SO, is 
displayed corresponding to a partial pressure of 2. 10m4 atm at a pathlength of 0.46 m. In addition, 
a fitted 5th order polynomial spectrum is shown corresponding to I;. By applying Eq. (4) on the 
spectrum to the left in Fig. 3, the spectrum to the right will be obtained corresponding to the 
differential absorbance. 
Equation (3) is fundamental in the retrieval routines of the DOAS technique. The broad-band 
absorption cross-section, g,, and consequently also the differential absorption cross-section, 
da = u - (TV, are obtained and defined in this equation by the polynomial fitting. In a strict sense, 
Eq. (3) can only be applied at small optical depths however. In order to define the broad and 
differential absorption cross-section in a stringent manner, the polynomial fitting or low-pass 
filtering should be performed in the absorbance domain and not in the intensity domain which is 
done in Eq. (3). This is due to the fact that the frequency distribution in the intensity domain is 
dependent on the optical depth, i.e., the larger the optical depth the broader are the spectral features 
(frequency here corresponds to the variation of the spectralfeatures and not to energy or wavelength). 
The frequency distribution of the spectral features will thus be dependent on the total columns at 
/ Dark current -1. .._.... . . . . .._....._.._._... _ 
290 300 310 290 300 
Wavelength (nm) Wavelength (nm) 
Fig. 3. A DOAS intensity spectrum (arbitrary units) recorded in a 0.46 m long cell, containing 2’ IO-“ atm 
of SO? and a fitted 5th order polynomial is shown to the left. To the right the corresponding differential 
absorbance spectrum is shown. 
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large ODs and this may in turn affect the appearance of the broad-band and differential absorption 
cross-sections. 
For low ODs, which are most common in the atmospheric application, Eq. (3) performs well, 
since the exponential in the Beer-Lambert law is linear and the polynomial fitting or low-pass 
filtering in the intensity domain is then equal to the low-pass filtering in the cross-section domain. 
Also for larger ODs it is usually possible to use Eq. (3) since the polynomial is of such low order 
so that even if the narrow absorption features of the molecule have broadened, they are still much 
narrower than the polynomial. One should be aware of the problem above, however, and be 
cautious when utilizing polynomials of high orders at large optical depths. 
One relatively simple way to solve the problem above would be to perform the logarithmic 
transformation prior to the polynomial fitting so that all fittings are performed in the cross-section 
domain. Another way would be to use spline fitting, in which cubic or linear splines are fitted 
through certain fixed wavelength points in the intensity spectrum. The differential absorption 
cross-sections will then be defined as the difference between the true absorption cross-sections and 
the spline. This is similar to the approach which is used in the DIAL technique,*’ where the 
difference in absorption between two wavelengths close to each other is used to obtain concen- 
tration information. In this study we have in most cases used the normal DOAS retrieval 
algorithms, but for NO, NO, and NH3 spline fitting have in some cases also been used. 
By fitting recorded laboratory spectra to atmospheric differential absorbance spectra, it is 
possible to retrieve the path-averaged concentration of various molecules along the optical 
measurement path. In this study, the fitting procedure was performed by multiple linear regression 
in accordance with Bevington. 24 In this procedure, the laboratory spectra were fitted linearly to the 
experimental spectra, by calculation of a scaling factor and a baseline, yielding the smallest variance 
between the two spectra. The correlation coefficient and standard deviation between the fitted and 
experimental spectrum were also calculated in the fitting procedure and used as good indicators 
of the quality of the measurements. Before normalizing the recorded intensity spectrum according 
to Eq. (4), the background, which is caused by thermal noise in the detector and amplifier, was 
subtracted from the intensity spectrum. A typical background caused by dark current in the PM 
tube was displayed in Fig. 3. In many applications the intensity spectrum is also first normalized 
with a lamp spectrum, or if possible, a reference spectrum recorded with the actual optical setup 
but in clean air. This will eliminate narrow spectral structures caused by the lamp and the 
spectrometer, which may otherwise disturb the spectral evaluation. In some applications the 
polynomial may be substituted by a spline fitted to the background. The full retrieval algorithms 
of the recorded DOAS spectra in this study were consistent with the procedures of Platt and Perner4 
and can be summarized with the following operations which were performed on the recorded 
intensity spectra: (I) background subtraction, (II) normalization with lamp- or a clean air reference, 
(III) normalization with a fitted polynomial (lst-5th order), (IV) logarithmic transformation, (V) 
spectral fitting to calibration spectra. 
3. SIMULATIONS OF DOAS SPECTRA 
Absorption spectra of NO were simulated, corresponding to the spectra that were recorded by 
the DOAS instrument in this study. The spectra were simulated at various temperatures and 
column densities in order to investigate how well the spectra obeyed the Beer-Lambert law and 
how the spectral features were affected by the temperature. The method of spectral calculation will 
be presented in this section, while the results will be presented in Sec. 4. 
The absorption cross-section, 0, is a quantity which links the probability of absorption, expressed 
in area per molecule, to the quantum mechanical properties of the target molecule. The absorption 
cross-section is dependent on wavelength, pressure and temperature according to Eq. (5). 
~(A~‘JJ) = Csi,*g(n - &,T,P)*dT) 
if 
where i corresponds to the initial energy state and f to the final one. Si, is the linestrength, which 
corresponds to the strength of the electromagnetic transition between the initial and final energy 
state. The second term is the line broadening which in our case corresponds to Voigt broadening 
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which is a mixture of Doppler and Lorentz broadening. The last term corresponds to the 
populations on the various energy levels, which are given by the Boltzmann population function. 
(6) 
Z(T) =&i'eXp(-Ei/(k,' T)) (7) 
where n, is the total number density of the molecules, gi is the degeneracy at the energy level Ei, 
Z(T) is the total partition function and k, the Boltzmann constant. 
In infrared spectroscopy it is possible to calculate absorption cross-sections directly from Eqs. 
(5) to (7) since lineparameters are available for many species.25 In the u.v./visible the absorption 
spectra are more complex and the linestrengths are usually not accessible. The main temperature 
dependence of the absorption spectra is caused by Eq. (6), i.e., the Boltzmann population function, 
but there is also a temperature dependence in the line broadening, since the Doppler broadening 
is proportional to the square root of the temperature, and the Lorentz broadening is inversely 
proportional to the temperature. 
NO exhibits several absorption bands in the far U.V. 26 of which the absorption region 196-228 nm 
is suitable for DOAS measurements. Calculations of the absorption spectra of NO for the y(O,O) 
band around 226 nm, were therefore carried out at various temperatures and column densities using 
a PC-based computer code which was developed from algorithms by WahnstrGm.27 Molecular 
parameters from Huber and Herzberg26 were used to calculate energy levels and transition 
strengths. The y(O,O) band corresponds to an electronic transition from the ground state X’II to 
the upper level A*C on which a vibrational transition and many rotational transitions are 
superimposed. At the ground state the behavior of NO was approximated to that of a Hund’s case 
(a) molecule,28 meaning that the spin-orbit interaction is stronger than the orbit-rotation 
interaction, which is a good approximation for low rotational quantum numbers. Due to increasing 
population at higher rotational levels with increasing temperature, the latter assumption is better 
at lower than at higher temperatures. At the upper level, A’& on the other hand, NO behaves 
like a Hund’s case (b) molecule, since this is always the case for all X states. 
The temperature was introduced through the Boltzmann population function by which the 
transitions strengths were multiplied, considering both rotational and vibrational Boltzmann 
distributions. Neither the oscillator strength, nor the Franck-Condon factor were calculated. 
Instead the Hiinl-London transition strengths were calculated as relative values using algorithms 
derived by Hill29 and included in the program by Wahnstriim.27 In order to obtain absolute 
absorption cross-sections the calculated spectra were compared with and scaled to experimental 
spectra. The calculated absorption cross-sections at various temperatures were then converted to 
DOAS spectra at atmospheric pressure. This was performed by adding Voigt broadening, with a 
pressure broadening coefficient of 0.56 cm-‘, to the calculated absorption cross-sections.30 The 
absorption cross-sections were then convoluted with the instrument fine shape (ILS) function for 
the DOAS instrument in use, yielding atmospheric DOAS spectra. The ILS function was obtained 
by recording the line profile of a low-pressure mercury lamp at 253.8 nm with the DOAS 
instrument, and then compensating for a slightly lower spectrometer dispersion at 226 nm. 
4. RESULTS 
The change in the spectral features with changing temperature between 20 and 450°C was 
studied. The main reason for the temperature ffect in this temperature region is redistribution of 
the population on the rotational levels, which means that certain absorption lines will gain in 
absorption strength at the expense of others, according to the Boltzmann population function, as 
was described in Sec. 3. In order to get a feeling for the possible potential effects it can be mentioned 
that for a change in the temperature of 400 K the rotational energy level with the maximum 
population will move 3.5 meV, which corresponds to l-5 nm in wavelength units in the u.v./visible 
region. What is interesting from the DOAS point of view is how the redistribution of the population 
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Fig. 4. Experimental absorbance spectra of NO at two temperatures, 298 and 670 K, at the y (O,O), y (0.1) 
and y(O,2) bands. 
of the rotational levels affects the differential absorption features, and what kind of errors this can 
cause in the retrieved total columns. 
4.1. Nitric oxide 
Several transitions in the y band of NO are shown in Fig. 4 at 298 and 670 K, corresponding 
to a total column of 54.9 mg/m*. It can be seen that an increase in the temperature leads to a 
lowering of the absorption peaks in favor of the surrounding structure, which for the whole 
spectrum leads to a smoothing of the absorption structure. In contrast to the other species in this 
study, NO does not exhibit any broad absorption features. This makes it possible to derive a 
baseline spectrum by fitting a spline through the background and the whole absorption structure 
can therefore be used for measurements. In Fig. 5 true simulated atmospheric absorption 
cross-sections of NO are shown for the y(O,O) band around 226 nm at two temperatures, 300 and 
700 K. It can be seen that the magnitudes of the absorption cross-sections decrease at the band 
heads with increasing temperature, in favor of other transitions with higher rotational numbers, 
as expected from the Boltzmann function. 
In Fig. 6 results are shown from an experiment where the total columns in recorded DOAS 
spectra at various temperatures were evaluated, according to the procedure described in Sec. 2.4, 
by using a room-temperature spectrum at 300 K as the calibration spectrum. The difference in the 
total columns obtained by the DOAS and what was predicted by the ideal gas was interpreted as 
a change in the magnitude of the apparent differential absorption cross-sections caused by the 
temperature. The relative change in the cross-sections at a certain temperature, T, is denoted as 
the scaling factor, F(T), which is plotted in Fig. 6. The same procedure was also performed for 
simulated spectra, obtained according to the procedure in Sec. 3, and the corresponding scaling 
factors are also shown in Fig. 6. 
The experimental spectra were recorded at a constant volume mixing ratio (VMR) of 97 ppm, 
over a path length of 46 cm, corresponding to a total column of 54.9 mg/m* at 293 K, but only 
to 23 mg/m2 at 700 K. It was later discovered that the NO absorption behaves linearly (obeys the 
Beer-Lambert law) only in a small total column range, up to approximately 6 mg/m*, and the 
experimental temperature dependence measurements were thus performed in the nonlinear 
absorbance range for NO, The nonlinearity effect is described in Paper II.*’ Since the total columns 
in the experimental measurements varied with the temperature (ideal gas law), there is an error in 
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Fig. 5. Simulated Voigt-broadened absorption cross-sections of NO at 300 and 700 K and 1 atm. The sign 
for the cross-sections at 700 K is inverted. 
the obtained experimental scaling factors in Fig. 6 due to the nonlinearity effect. In order to 
investigate these errors, spectral simulations, as described in Sec. 3, were performed both in the 
nonlinear region for a constant VMR of 97 ppm over a pathlength of 46 cm, as well as in the linear 
absorption region for a total column of 6 mg/m’. As can be seen in Fig. 6 there is a rather large 
difference between the two types of simulations. 
It can also be seen that the scaling factors for the simulation and the experiment (for the 97 ppm 
case) disagree by a maximum value of 5% at 700 K. The reason for this is unclear but potential 
error sources are: (A) it is incorrect to assume that Hund’s case (a) can be used at high temperatures; 
- Simulation (6 mg/m*) 0 Simulation (97 ppm) l Experiment (97 ppm) 
1.1 
\I 
I 
200 
I 
400 500 600 700 
Temperature K 
Fig. 6. Change in the relative magnitude of DOAS spectra of NO as a function of temperature. Results 
obtained from experimental spectra at a constant VMR (97 ppm) are displayed together with simulated 
spectra calculated both for a constant VMR (97 ppm) and a constant otal column (6 mg/m*). The optical 
pathlength was 46cm. 
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Fig. 7. Experimental and simulated spectra of NO corresponding to 97 ppm over a pathlength of 46 cm 
for the temperatures 670 and 300 K. The residuals between the experimental and simulated spectra are 
also shown for the two temperature cases. 
(b) the errors were caused by experimental factors, such as a reduction of the present NO2 in the 
calibration gas to NO at high temperatures. 
The disagreement between the experimental and simulated scaling factors, in the 97 ppm case 
in Fig. 6, seems to be quantitative rather than qualitative, since when fitting the experimental and 
simulated spectra they match very well, with a correlation coefficient of 0.9995 both at room 
temperature and at the higher temperature. This can be seen in Fig. 7 where the simulated and 
experimental spectra are displayed together with their residue spectra. 
In Fig. 8 the effect of spectral resolution on the scaling factor is illustrated by a comparison of 
simulations performed at 1 and 0.3 nm resolution. It can be seen that the scaling factor is 
considerably more temperature sensitive for the higher spectral resolution than for the lower one. 
This can be understood by the fact that with the lower spectral resolution the apparent 
redistribution of the rotational population will be less pronounced, since the band-pass of the 
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instrument will, to a larger extent, cover both the lines which gain and lose absorption strength. 
It can thus be concluded that the higher the spectral resolution the larger the apparent emperature 
sensitivity of the spectra. 
4.2. Surfur dioxide 
DOAS measurements of SO, can be performed in two spectral regions in the u.v.: 260-340 and 
200-230 nm. The spectral features are very complex and poorly understood in the 260-340 nm 
region due to the fact that two upper electronic levels are coupled, ‘A, and ’ B, . Analyses of the 
rotational structure have shown that most of the absorption bands and most of the discrete 
structure correspond to the electronic transition (‘A ,+‘A,), although this transition is actually 
forbidden.3’-33 The (‘A *+‘A,) transition becomes allowed by vibronic coupling between the 
electronic levels ‘B, and ‘A,. The underlying continuum in the absorption spectrum is explained 
by the transition (‘B,c’A,). Only a few studies regarding temperature ffects on the absorption 
cross-sections of SO, have been performed. Brown” conducted a study in which absorption spectra 
of SO, around 300 nm were collected on photographic plates, at temperatures between 20 and 
1000°C. Woods3j recorded high-resolution absorption cross-sections (0.002 nm) of SO, at 293 and 
373 K, using a dye laser between 297 and 301 nm, while McGee36 made recordings of the absorption 
cross-sections of SO1 at 295 and 210 K, for wavelengths between 300 and 324 nm. The SO, 
absorption between 200 and 230 nm corresponds to the electronic transition (’ Bp-‘A ,). In this 
region predissociation occurs below 2 19 nm.32 This results in diffuse absorption features below 
196 nm.36 No studies were found in the literature in which the influence of temperature above 20°C 
was reported for SO, between 200 and 230 nm. There are, however, a few studies in which the 
absorption cross-sections were recorded at temperatures below room temperature.37,38 
4.2.1. SO, around 300nm. In Fig. 9 (a) absorbance spectra of SO, are displayed around 300 nm. 
They were recorded at a total column of 236 mg/m2 at two temperatures: 298 and 671 K. The peaks 
were labeled according to the convention of Clements. 3g It can be seen that the absorbance peaks 
decrease with increasing temperature while the valleys in the spectra increase; the band integral of 
the absorbance versus wavelength seems to be constant, however. Increasing temperature thus leads 
to a smoothing of the spectral features. This is consistent with the findings of Woods,35 where the 
absorption peak at 300.06 nm decreased by a factor of 0.79 and the absorption minima around 
299.3 nm increased with a factor 1.17, when increasing the temperature from 293 to 373 K. The 
results also agree qualitatively with those of Brown34 where a smoothing of the photographic traces 
of SO, was seen when increasing the temperature from 293 to 1273 K. In Fig. 9 (b) the differential 
300 400 500 500 700 
Temperature K 
Fig. 8. Dependence of resolution on the temperature ffects simulated for NO for a total column of 
12.6 mg/m* at 0.3 and 1 nm resolution. 
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Fig. 9. (a) Absorbance spectra of SO2 at 3OOnm recorded at 298 K (fine) and 671 K (broad) and 
corresponding to a total column of 236 mg/m2; (b) differential absorbance spectra (3rd order) at several 
temperatures corresponding to the spectra in (a). 
absorbance spectra that correspond to the absorbance spectra are also shown. These were evaluated 
according to the DOAS algorithms that were described above. The initially recorded spectra were 
then normalized with a lamp spectrum, and fitted and divided with a third order polynomial. It 
is worth mentioning that the absorbance is defined with the decimal logarithm while we define the 
differential absorbance with the natural logarithm and with the opposite sign convention, according 
to Eq. (4). 
4.22. SO* between 220 and 230nm. In Fig. 10 absorbance spectra of SOZ in the spectral region 
210-230nm are shown, recorded at 298 and 614K and corresponding to a total column of 
236 mg/m*. The peaks were labeled according to the convention of OkalxN It should be noted 
how the peak absorption strength increases towards the red side of the spectrum while it decreases 
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towards the blue side with increasing temperature, with band No. 6 at 222 nm as a turning point. 
At the same time, the absorbance in the regions of the valleys increase with increasing temperature 
over the whole region shown. This behavior is in good qualitative agreement with Martinez,38 in 
which the absorption spectra of SO, between 210 and 230 nm were recorded at room temperature, 
at 0.1 nm resolution, and then compared with other recordings at 213 K performed by Freeman.37 
(a) 
dA 
0 
__- 
welength (MI) 
(b) 
210 215 220 
Wavelength (mu) 
Wavelength (nm) 
Fig. 10. (a) Absorbance spectra of SO, at 298 and 614 K at a total column of 236 mg/m*, (b) differential 
absorbance spectra of SO, (5th order polynomial) between 210 and 222 nm corresponding to the spectra 
in (a); (c) differential absorbance spectra (5th order polynomial) of SO, between 222 and 228 nm. 
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Fig. I 1. Apparent total column of SO2 evaluated by DOAS as a function of true total column at 300 K. 
Evaluation regions (A): 223-228 nm, (B): 216220 and (C): 208-211 nm. 
The increasing absorption strength above 222 nm with increasing temperature was explained by 
increasing hot band transitions, a phenomenon which was also observed for the absorption of 
ammonia in this study. The corresponding differential absorbancies of SO, (5th order polynomial) 
are also shown in Fig. 10. 
Since the magnitudes of the absorption cross-sections for SO, change rapidly in the spectral 
region displayed in Fig. 10, the absorbance can behave linearly in one region of the spectrum while 
behaving nonlinearly in another region. Several plots of apparent total column as a function of 
true total column are displayed in Fig. 11, where the apparent otal columns were evaluated using 
the room temperature differential absorption cross-sections in Fig. 10 and by using different 
evaluation intervals. The apparent differential absorbance behaved linearly to approximately 
90 mg/m’ for the evaluation interval 223-228 nm (region A), while it was linear only to 6 mg/m’ 
when the left part of the spectrum, 208-211 nm (region C), was being used. This type of deviation 
from the Beer-Lambert law, so-called nonlinearity effects, have been studied extensively in Paper 
I1.2’ 
In Paper 112’ itwill be shown that the main effect of the nonlinearity is a reduction in the apparent 
peak height. The spectra in Fig. 10 were recorded at a constant VMR of 196 ppm over a pathlength 
of 46 cm, and this corresponds to a total column of 236 mg/m2 at room temperature, but only to 
99 mg/m2 at 706 K. The peaks on the blue side in the room-temperature spectra in Fig. 10 will 
therefore be suppressed, in comparison with the peaks in the other spectra which were recorded 
at higher temperatures. The absorbance peaks of the room-temperature spectra in Fig. 10 (a) will 
therefore be reduced by approximately 2, 14 and 40% for the evaluation regions 223-227,216220 
and 208-211 nm, respectively. For the spectra recorded at 706 K the absorbance peaks will be 
reduced by 1, 6 and 17%, for the same regions. 
The upper limit for linearity is considerably lower than that found by Ahmed,32 where the SO2 
absorbance was found to behave linearly up to 400 mg/mZ at 207.5 nm, for a spectral resolution 
which was only slightly smaller than ours, 0.2 nm. 
4.3. Nitrogen dioxide 
NO2 exhibits a complicated absorption spectrum between 200 and 1000 nm and few absorption 
bands have been analyzed thoroughly. There are several wavelength regions where DOAS 
measurements can be successfully performed, e.g., 210-230,340-380 and 420440 nm. In this study, 
the two latter regions were chosen and at least two electronic transitions are believed to be 
responsible for the absorption in these regions,4’,42 (28, t2A,) and (2e2c2A,). We have only been 
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able to find one study regarding the influence of temperature above ambient, on the absorption 
cross-sections of NOz. 43 In the low-temperature range, however, several studies have been 
performed in applications regarding stratospheric measurements.43-45 
When performing spectral recordings of NO* in a heated cell there are several temperature- 
dependent processes which must be taken into consideration since they may induce errors, i.e., 
photodissociation, homogeneous and heterogeneous decomposition and conversion to N,O,. 
Photodissociation was prevented for the measurements around 430 nm by using an optical filter 
in front of the light source with a cut-off of 410 nm. For the measurements around 360 nm, 
experiments were performed to ensure that the how rate was high enough to prevent the effect of 
photodissociation. Another potential problem was that homogeneous and heterogeneous decompo- 
sition of NO* to NO is thermodynamically favored. Calculations using equilibrium constants from 
Amirnazm? showed that the equilibrium is significantly displaced towards the formation of NO 
at temperatures above 500 K, at the typical mixing ratios that were used in this study (170 ppm 
NOz and 24 ppm NO). A stop flow experiment was therefore performed in a measurement cell 
where a gas of NO* and NO at the mixing ratios above was maintained at 655 K and then 
illuminated with visible light (A < 410 nm). The NO* concentrations in the cell, which was retrieved 
from the DOAS instrument, followed an exponential decay very closely, with a lifetime (t,;z) of 
3.7. lo3 set, and this implies a first-order reaction. Since the residence time of the gas was much 
shorter than the decay rate above, 30 set in the measurement cell and 20 set in the preheater, 
thermal decomposition of the NO, gas could be neglected. The third potential calibration problem 
results from the fact that a considerable fraction of the NO, will be converted to N,O, at low 
temperatures, due to the thermodynamical equilibrium NO 2++N,04. Even at 50°C it was reported 
by Davidson43 that several percent of the NO* was converted to N,O, In this study it was possible 
to use smaller partial pressures of NO, than Davidson43 used, due to a longer optical path in the 
measurement cell. Calculations using equilibrium constants from Chao4’ showed that the formation 
of N,O, therefore could be neglected (~0.5%) at temperatures above room temperature. 
In Fig. 12 the absorbancies and the corresponding differential absorbencies (3rd order poly- 
nomial) of NO1 are shown at a total column of 171 mg/m2, at 297 and 660 K. It can be seen that 
the differential structure is smoothed with decreasing absorbance at the peaks and increasing 
absorbance at the valleys, with increasing temperature. This is in qualitative agreement with the 
results of Davidson43 who found that the differential structure was smoothed out while the integral 
of the absorbance changed very little with temperature. The results are also consistent with that 
found in the low-temperature studies of Davidson,43 Bass4 and Hicks,45 where the absorbance 
spectra at 235 K displayed a considerably larger differential structure than the room-temperature 
spectra. 
In Fig. 13 the differential absorption spectra of NO, (3rd order polynomial) around 360 nm, 
corresponding to a total column of 171 mg/m’, are displayed at three temperatures: 297, 488 and 
671 K. 
4.4. Ammonia 
NH, exhibits an absorption spectrum between 180 and 230 nm corresponding to the transition 
(lA2+-‘A,), which is well suited for DOAS measurements. ‘J The spectrum corresponds to a 
progression in the u2 bending mode, where the vibrational transitions are spaced4’ by approximately 
900 cm-‘. Predissociation occurs for the whole spectrum4’ according to: NH,+NH2(X2 B, ) + H. 
The lifetimes of the excited vibrational states have been estimated by Ziegler” to be of the order 
of 0.1 psec, which is about 10 times longer than the vibrational periods for the molecule but 
considerably shorter than the rotational periods. This will broaden the rotational lines yielding a 
diffuse spectrum with no rotational structure and with rovibronic linewidths between 0.2 and 
0.5 nm.” 
In Fig. 14 recorded absorbance spectra of NH, and their corresponding differential absorbance 
spectra (4th order polynomial) are shown at a total column of 14.3 mg/m2, and at 298 and 678 K. 
Each vibrational peak consists of an R branch towards the blue side and overlapping P and Q 
branches towards the red side spaced by about 70cm- ‘. This is clearly seen for the (v2 < 3) 
transitions. For the high-temperature spectrum in Fig. 14, two additional peaks are seen above 
220 nm. We believe that these peaks correspond to hot-band transitions originating from the 
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(vt = 1) ground level. Our belief is based on calculations by HarshbargeP who showed that 14% 
of the observed (v? = 0) band and 4% of the observed (v2 = 1) band are due to hot-band transitions 
at room temperature. The qualitative behavior of the spectra in Fig. 14 with temperature is 
consistent with findings by Hudson,52 in which increasing absorbancies above 220 nm were found 
at temperatures of 150 and 300°C. They also found that the bands at 217 and 214 nm shifted to 
the red and became triple-headed in appearance. A comparison between low- and room-tempera- 
ture spectra of NH, by Vaida 48 showed that the absorbance between the vibrational bands 
disappeared at 25 K. Ziegler% concluded that the apparent continuum in the NH, spectrum between 
the vibrational bands was simply due to Lorentzian tails of the vibronic transitions. 
5. DISCUSSION 
5.1. Quantitative ffects of temperature on the DOAS technique 
The main reasons for investigating the temperature dependence of the absorption features in this 
study was to determine how sensitive the total columns measured with the DOAS technique were 
(a) 
01 
420 430 
Wavelength (run) 
440 
(b) 
426 428 430 432 
Wavelength (run) 
Fig. 12. (a) Absorbance spectra of NO, at 430 nm, corresponding to a total column of 171 mg/m* and 
recorded at 297 K (fine) and 660 K (broad); (b) differential absorbance spectra of NO, (3rd order) 
corresponding to the spectra in (a). 
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Fig. 13. Differential absorbancies of NO, (3rd order polynomial) at 297,488 and 671 K, for a total column 
of 171 mg/m*. 
to variations in the temperature. This was quantified for each species, by fitting a room-temperature 
differential absorption cross-section spectrum to spectra recorded at other temperatures. For each 
temperature a scaling factor was thus obtained corresponding to the relative change in magnitude 
of the differential absorption cross-section spectrum compared with the room-temperature 
spectrum. The temperature window studied was 290-700 K which corresponds to typical tempera- 
tures in a flue gas. 
It was found, empirically, that the temperature dependence of the scaling factors could be 
described by the Boltzmann-like equation as given in Eq. (8). This equation was arbitrarily chosen, 
but reproduces the temperature behavior of the scaling factors well for many species. 
E;,,,(T) = K, - K2.e-(K3iT) (8) 
where K, , K, and K3 are variables. For the experimental data in this work a nonlinear least-square 
fit yielded the parameters hown in Table 1. The fitted scaling factor functions for the various 
species are shown in Fig. 15. 
The scaling factors for NO in Fig. 15 were not obtained from experimental data but from 
simulated, however, since it was found afterwards that the experimental recordings of NO were 
performed in the nonlinear range as was previously discussed in Sec. 4. The quantitative change 
for all species was thus a decrease in the differential absorbance with increasing temperature, and 
for some of the species, i.e., NO, and SO, the relative changes were of the order of 70%. The 
qualitative change was much less, however, and in Table 2 the change in the correlation coefficients 
and standard deviation in the spectral fits are shown for each species. 
5.2. Errors 
The main errors in the temperature ffect study in this work can be attributed to uncertainties 
in the initial mixing ratios of the gases used, errors caused by potential molecular decomposition 
and uncertainties in temperature and pressure determinations. 
An indicator of random errors can be found by comparing individual data points of measured 
scaling factors with the scaling factor function that was obtained when fitting Eq. (5) to the 
experimental data points. In Fig. 16 the relative difference between the fitted scaling factor function 
and measured scaling factors are shown for SO1 at 300 nm (0). A maximum random error of 1.5% 
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can be seen and this can be attributed to errors in the temperature stimation. The same type of 
study for NO2 showed a slightly larger discrepancy of 2.5%. 
In order to estimate the systematic errors involved in the measurements a comparison of the 
present results with a previous study” was made. The results in the previous study were obtained 
from a different experimental setup with a stainless teel cell. The relative difference between the 
(4 
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Fig. 14. (a) Absorbance spectra of NH, at a total column of 14.3 mg/m2 at two temperatures, 298 K (fine) 
and 678 K (broad); (b) differential absorbance spectra of NH, (4th order polynomial) between 208 and 
218nm corresponding to the spectra in (a); (c) differential absorbance spectra of NH, (linear spline 
through end points) between 216 and 225 nm corresponding to the spectra in (a). 
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Table I. Parameters for the temperature scaling factor functions. Temperature 
region 290 K-700 K. 
Spectral 
region Resolution 
Species (nm) (nm) Kl K2 K3 
SO* 290-310 0.23 I .623514 2.25719 391.7548 
SO, 223-228 0.30 5.6124 5.5165 52.858 
NO 223-228 0.30 1.171 0.8271 483.946 
NO, 425-435 0.23 2.5418 3.07873 205.84 
NO, 355-365 0.23 1.41105 2.0792 484. I5 
N&t 214-217 0.24 t 
tEquation (2) is not valid for NH,, F(T)= 1.166031-1.21025~10’~T 
+3.011412~10-6~T*-2.701077~10-~T3. 
Table 2. Calculated correlations coefficients and 
standard deviations when fitting differential ab- 
sorbance spectra at 298 K to spectra recorded at 
700 K. 
Standard 
Correlation deviation 
Molecule coefficient W) 
SO2 (300 nm) 0.987 5 
SO, (225 nm) 0.9095 10 
NO 0.975 6 
NO, (430 nm) 0.974 6 
NOz (360 nm) 0.972 6 
NH, 0.939 5 
fitted scaling factor functions obtained from the present study and the previous one are displayed 
in Fig. 16 for SO, at 300 nm (+). There is clearly a systematic difference with a maximum of 5% 
between the two scaling factor functions which could be caused by a larger decomposition of SO2 
in the stainless teel cell than in the PyrexTM cell. The same type of discrepancy study for NO, at 
430 nm yielded only a systematic difference between the different experimental setups of 0.5%. In 
the case of NO the potential errors are larger than for the two previous species ince it was shown 
in Fig. 16 that there is a discrepancy of 5% between the simulations and the experimental 
recordings. 
0.8 
NH3 (214 nm) 
NO (226 nm) 
SO2 (226 nm) 
NO2 (360 nm) 
SO;! (300 nm) 
7 NQ2./430) 
300 400 500 600 700 800 
Temperature K 
Fig. 15. Fitted functions of experimental scaling factors against temperature. The scaling factors for NO 
were simulated. 
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From the results in Fig. 16 and corresponding studies it can be concluded that both the random 
errors for individual scaling factor data points and the precision of the fitted scaling factor function 
are of the order of 225%, depending on molecular species. The errors in the absolute magnitude 
of both the differential and the absolute absorption cross-sections may be of the order of 5-lo%, 
since some of the data were recorded from gases with a mixing precision of 3-5%, and since the 
errors in the temperature and pressure determination were approximated to be in the range of 
l-3%. In addition to these experimental errors the choice of spectral region, polynomial, and 
spectral resolution may affect the quantitative results considerably, although not the qualitative 
results. 
5.2. Conclusions 
In this study a main problem when applying DOAS in flue gases has been investigated, i.e., 
temperature ffects. The general effect of increasing temperature on the studied spectral features 
was a smoothing of the differential absorption structure with a continuous lowering of absorption 
peaks and raising of valleys. The overall changes in qualitative appearances of the differential 
absorption spectra, with the exception of NH,, were relatively small in comparison with the large 
quantitative changes in magnitude. This means that deviations in temperature from the calibration 
spectra can cause large quantitative effects without actually being detected since the spectral fits 
may still be comparatively good. The two species exhibiting the largest quantitative change in 
differential absorption cross-section with temperature, namely SOz and NO, have several things in 
common. Both species exhibit broad-band continuous absorption spectra with differential structure 
superimposed on an apparent continuum caused by the presence of several electronic transitions 
in the wavelength regions studied. The affect of temperature was also similar and was seen as a 
large relative decrease in magnitude (70% decrease over 400 K) in the differential structure 
compared with the background, while the average over the whole absorption band actually seemed 
to remain almost constant. NO on the other hand, changed relatively little with temperature as 
did NH, (20% decrease over 400 K). The absorption features of the latter molecule exhibited 
another interesting property, namely the appearance of hot-band transitions, and such a behavior 
was also seen for SO, in the same wavelength region. The simulations of absorption spectra of NO 
indicated that the temperature ffect was strongly dependent on the spectral resolution in the 
spectral resolution region 0.3-l nm. 
The conclusions that can be drawn from this study can be generalized to a large field of 
applications. The qualitative aspects of the influence of temperature on various absorption 
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Fig. 16. (+) Relative difference for SO, at 300nm between scaling factor functions obtained from 
recordings in a PyrexTM and in a stainless teel. (0) Relative difference between measured scaling factor 
data and the fitted scaling factor function from recordings in a PyrexTM-cell. 
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cross-sections are equally applicable to other dispersive measurement techniques which utilize 
molecular rotational transitions, for instance the technique of Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) 
spectroscopy. They are also valid in the field of atmospheric monitoring. Today, the mixing ratios 
of NO2 and 0, are being monitored in the stratosphere by the evaluation of u.v./visible 
differential absorption measurements from scattered sunlight. Since the differential structure of 
absorption cross-sections may change dramatically with temperature and since the slope of 
change with temperature increases with decreasing temperature it may be of importance to take 
the temperature ffect into account, since the temperature in the stratosphere can be as low as 
190 K. 
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